Abstract-The design and analysis of computer algorithms is a requirement of computer curricula. It covers many topics, including data structures, complexity theory, and algorithmic design patterns. This course is about the greedy method, divide and conquer, dynamic programming, backtracking, and branch and bound. Naturally, all the listed design patterns are taught, learned, and comprehended using examples. However, they can be semiformalized as design templates, specified by correctness conditions, and manually verified by means of the Floyd method. Moreover, this approach can lead to new insights and better comprehension of the design patterns, specifications, and verification meth ods. In this paper, we demonstrate the utility of the approach using the study of the backtracking and branch and bound design patterns. In particular, we prove the correctness of the suggested templates when the boundary condition is monotone, but the decision condition is antimonotone on sets of "vis ited" vertices.
INTRODUCTION
Graph traversal refers to the problem of visiting all the nodes in a (di)graph to find particular nodes (vertexes) that enjoy some property specified by some Boolean criterion condition (function) C. If it is necessary to find all the graph vertices conforming to the criterion condition, it is called complete search, and, if it is necessary to find at least one such vertex, it is called sample search. A depth first search (DFS) is an approach to the task of traversing a finite graph in which the vertex successors are visited earlier than its siblings (the heirs of this vertex ancestor). A breadth first search (BFS) is an alternative approach to the task in which the vertex's siblings are visited earlier than its successors.
However, often the search task does not demand visiting all the graph's vertices to find those conform ing to the criterion function, because we may have an additional boundary condition B, which guarantees that all successors of the current vertex do not conform to the criterion condition C. Backtracking (BTR) is a depth first search with a boundary condition, and branch and bound (B&B) is a breadth first search also with a boundary condition.
Backtracking became popular after 1965 thanks to the paper by S.W. Golomb and L.D. Baumert [9] ; however, in fact, it was suggested earlier by D.H. Lehmer. Branch and bound was developed by A.H. Land and A.G. Doig in 1960 [10] .
Unfortunately, the further development of BTR and B&B was limited to the accumulation of "exam ples" and "recipes" of usage (primarily for combinatorial and optimization problems). As a result, we believe that there is a rather grievous situation in the educational sphere: the chapters on algorithm design in the corresponding text books (e.g., [1, 4] ) resemble cookbooks.
This paper suggests a variant of (partial) formalization, specification, and verification of algorithm design templates for backtracking and branch and bound with the aim of improving the reliability and cor rectness of algorithms designed with these methods. In some sense, our approach resembles [5] , that stud ies templates for loops. Templates for the while , until , and for loops have been known since the begin ning of the 1960s, but, as shown in [5] , implementing new templates can essentially improve the efficiency of programming, specification, and verification.
Our paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the abstract data type that unifies both queues and stacks. Then comes chapter 3, where we describe a unified template for backtracking and branch and bound; this part also provides a simple example of employing this template for the solution of the classical n queen puzzle with the help of backtracking. The next chapter (Chapter 4) is about a more complex example of employing a unified template to solve the classical knapsack problem with the help of branch and bound.
THE TEQUE ABSTRACT DATA TYPE
Let us define the generic temporal abstract data type (ADT) theque (storage in Greek) 1 . Assume that the type is any data type with a set of values D. Then, the values of the type Theque of type are finite sets of values from D marked with various time stamps. These stamps are readings of some global clock that counts time in ticks. A tick time unit is an inseparable time particle, and we assume that any action takes an integer number of ticks (perhaps, different at different times). The time stamps of values in the theque correspond to the time (according to the global clock) when these values got to the theque, they can't be changed and always do not exceed the current time reading by the global clock. We will present the value x ∈ D marked with the time stamp t as the pair (x, t). Global clock readings and time stamps are not avail able for direct observation.
The ADT theque inherits some set theoretic operations: empteq (i.e. empty theque) is the empty set ( ), the equality (=), the inequality (≠), and the containments (⊂, ⊆). However, besides this, the ADT theque possesses its own specific operations, some of them do not depend on time, some are time depen dent, and some are time sensitive.
We start with the operations that do not depend on time.
• The Set operation: for any theque T, let Set(T) be {x : ∃t((x, t) ∈ T)}, i.e., the set of all values which can be met in T (with any time stamp).
• The In and Ni operations: for any theque T and any value x ∈ D, let In(x, T) be x ∈ Set(T), and Ni(x, T) be x Set(T).
• The Spec operation: for any theque T and monadic predicate λx ∈ D.Q(x), let Spec(T, Q) be the theque {(x, t) ∈ T : Q(x)}.
The only time dependent operation over theques is the operation of the simultaneous addition AddTo, which adds new elements to several theques at once. For any finite list of theques T 1 , … T n (n ≥ 1) and any finite set of elements {x 1 , … x m } ⊆ D (m ≥ 0), let the result of executing AddTo({x 1 , . . . x m }, T 1 , . . .T n ) at the time moment t (i.e., at the current time, when the global clock shows t) be n theques … such that there are m time moments (i.e., global clock readings) t = t 1 < … < t m = t' and, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, theque is
It should be noted that this operation is nondeterministic, since the set {x 1 , … x m } can be sorted in m! various ways; besides, the time moments t 1 < … < t m can be arbitrary. For convenience, we will use
There are 3 pairs of time sensitive operations: Fir and RemFir, Las and RemLas, and Elm and RemElm.
• Let us assume that Fir(T) (from first) is a value (of type) that enters T with the lowest time stamp (i.e., it is chronologically first), and RemFir(T) is the result of deletion of this element (with its minimal time stamp) from T.
• Let us assume that Las(T) (from last) is a value (of type) that enters T with the highest time stamp (i.e., it is chronologically last), and RemLas(T) is the result of the deletion of this element (with its maxi mal time stamp) from T.
The result of Elm(T) operation is some element of theque T (without a time stamp) chosen in accor dance with some predefined procedure, and RemElm(T) is the result of the deletion of the same element (with its time stamp) from T. 1 For example, bibliotheque, filmotheque, etc.
-
. UNIFIED TEMPLATE Now, we introduce some auxiliary notions to make comfortable the presentation and unification of the algorithms (BTR or B&B) as a unified template.
First, let FEL and REM stand for either the pair of operations Fir and RemFir, the pair of operations Las and RemLas, or the pair of operations Elm and RemElm. This means, for example, that, if we replaced FEL with Fir in one place of the unified template, then everywhere in this template we must replace FEL with Fir, and REM with RemFir. The substitution of Fir and RemFir leads to FIFO (first in, out) disci pline, transforms theque into queue, and the unified template into B&B; at the same time, the substitution of Las and RemLas leads to FILO (first in, last out) discipline, transforms theque into stack, and the uni fied template into BTR. The substitution of Elm and RemElm transforms theque into a queue or stack with priorities and transforms the unified template into deep backtracking or the branch and bound with prior ities.
Second, we will call a graph virtual if it is defined as follows:
• its vertex type Node is defined and there is an initial vertex ini (of type Node) from which every vertex of the graph is accessible;
• there is an operation Neighb : Node → 2 Node , which returns a set of neighbors for each vertex. Thus, the virtual graph is defined implicitly, not explicitly by the list of its vertices and edges or an inci dence matrix, etc. Now, we are ready to present a unified template for traversing the virtual graph G with the help of easy to compute
• boundary condition B : 2 Node × Node → BOOLEAN, and • the decision condition D : 2 Node × Node → BOOLEAN in order to collect all the graph vertices that conform to the "difficult"
• criterion C : Node → BOOLEAN. ) ; OD As a simple example of using this unified template, we will discuss the BTR solution of n queen puzzle how to place n ≥ 4 queens on a chessboard of size n × n so that they cannot attack each other (i.e., they should not stand in one column, row, or diagonal).
For this, we will take a tree of partial placements (p placements) as a virtual graph G. Each partial place ment is a safe placement of k (0 ≤ k ≤ n) queens in the first k rows. Assume that the initial vertex ini is the empty placement em placement (i.e., the placement of 0 queens in the first 0 rows). Let the Neighb func tion compute from a given partial placement of k queens in the first k rows ( 0 ≤ k < n) all the possible n variants of placing one more queen in the next row (k + 1).
The boundary condition, decision condition and criterion B, D, and C are quite obvious and natural. For each partial placement x from k queens in the first k rows (0 ≤ k ≤ n) let
• B(x) mean x is not safe (i.e. queens do not attack each other); [4] with the help of branch and bound.
Problem Formulation
Assume we are given n ≥ 0 indivisible items, the real numbers p 1 ≥ 0, … p n ≥ 0 and w 1 ≥ 0, … w n ≥ 0 are the prices and weights of these items, and W ≥ 0 is the maximum weight capacity for the knapsack. The feasible set of items is any set whose gross weight does not exceed W. The task is to compute all the feasible sets of items that have maximal total price.
Let us identify the item sets with their characteristic vectors, i.e., the vectors (c 1 , . . . c n ) ∈ {0, 1} n . Let L and P designate the following functions of the gross load and total price. For each set c 1 , …c n ∈ {0, 1}, let L(c 1 , . . . c n ) = and P (c 1 , . . . c n ) = Then, the knapsack problem can be formalized in the following form: it is required to find all (c 1 , . . . To make things more comfortable, we introduce auxiliary definitions and notions. We will denote the length of a partial set (c 1 , . . . of all the possible supplements of the vectors from Q, i.e., set {z ∈ T n : L(z) ≤ W and some x ∈ Q is a prefix of z}; we will use ext(x) when Q is a singleton {x}.
Application of the Branch and Bound Method
We define boundary condition B as a function of two arguments: the first argument can be any set X of partial collections, and the second argument can be any partial collection y. For such a pair of arguments, let B(X, y) be the following condition: a lower bound for max{P (x) : x ∈ ext(X)} is greater or equal to some upper bound of upper boundary max{P (x) : x ∈ ext(y)} where • the method of evaluating the lower bound monotonously depends on X (i.e., the value cannot decrease when X grows as a set), and
• the method of evaluating upper bound antimonotonously depends on y (i.e., the value cannot increase when y grows in lexicographical order).
An example of such methods is the following pair of functions:
• max{P(x) : x ∈ X and L(x) ≤ W } is a method of calculating the lower bound for max{P(x) : x ∈ ext(X)}, and
is a method of calculating the upper bound for max{P(x) : x ∈ ext(y)}.
A lot of other suitable examples can be found in [4] . Let us define the decision condition D as a function of two arguments of the same types as arguments of B, to be equal to the conjunction of the following two conditions:
• P(y) = max{P(x) : x ∈ X and L(x) ≤ W };
• y is a collection (i.e., |y| = n) and L(y) ≤ W. The criterion C(x) is defined quite naturally: x is a collection (i.e., |x| = n), and L(x) ≤ W and P(x) = max{P(y) : |y| = n and L(y) ≤ W }.
Then, the unified template for the solution of the knapsack problem with the help of the branch and bound method looks as follows:
VAR 
Live, Visit:= AddTo(S, Live, Visit); IF (|U| = n, L(U) ≤ W and P(U)> max {P(x) : x ∈ Set(Out)}) THEN Out : = AddTo(U, empteq); IF (|U| = n, L(U) ≤W and P(U)= max {P(x) : x ∈ Set(Out)}) THEN Out := AddTo(U, Out); OD

SPECIFICATION AND CORRECTNESS
An algorithm (or program) without specification is a tool without a manual: it can be used incorrectly. A specified algorithm (specified program) without correctness verification (i.e., its conformity to the spec ification) is a noncertified tool. It can be potentially dangerous. Consequently, we should specify and ver ify the correctness of our unified template. Thus, we will specify and verify all the possible particular algo rithms that can be developed using this template. For this, we will employ the Floyd-Hoare proof method [2, 6, 7] . This approach suggests the algorithm's specification with the help of a precondition for the input data, a postcondition for the output data, and inductive correctness verification through cycle invariants.
The postcondition is quite natural and obvious: theque Out consists only of those vertices of the graph G (of course with time stamps) that conform to criterion C, and, at the same time, each vertex has only one appearance in Out.
The precondition is much more complex and can be presented as the conjunction of the following con ditions:
1. G is a virtual graph with the initial vertex ini and a function of generating the neighboring vertices Neighb.
2. For each vertex x from G, the boundary condition λS.B(S, x) is a monotonous function: B(S 1 , x) ⇒ B(S 2 , x) for each set of vertices S 1 ⊆ S 2 (i.e., if any point is rejected with one set of visited vertices, then it is rejected forever).
3. For any vertices x and y from G, for any vertex set S, if y is accessible from x without visiting vertices from S, then B(S, x) leads to B (S, y) ; i.e., if any vertex is rejected, all of its successors are also rejected. 1 , x) for any vertex sets S 1 ⊆ S 2 (i.e., the candidate vertex can be rejected after visiting more vertices). 
For each vertex x from G, the decision condition λS.D(S, x) is an antimonotonous function: D(S 2 , x) ⇒ D(S
Assertion 1. The unified template is partially correct relative to the above mentioned precondition and post condition, i.e., for any algorithm that is a result of the specification of the unified template and any values of the input data for this algorithm, and, if this valued meets the precondition and the algorithm stops on this input data, then the values of the output data meet the postcondition.
Proof. In accordance with the Floyd proof method of the partial correctness of imperative algorithms [2, 6, 7, 8] , let us present the template as a flowchart (see the figure) .
It is easy to observe that this flowchart has only one cycle (corresponding to the while loop); conse quently, it is enough to annotate the initial (0), the final (2), and some control point inside this cycle. Let us chose entry point (1) as the cycle control point. The annotations of points (0) and (2) are the precon dition and postcondition, and, for the annotation (invariant) for point (1), we take the conjunction of the precondition and the following conditions:
1. The condition for Out and Visit: Out = Spec(Visit, λx.D(Set(Visit), x)). 2. The condition for Visit and Live: Live ⊆ Visit, and, for each vertex z ∈ G, if Ni(z, Visit) and C(z), then z is accessible from Set(Live) without visiting the vertices from Visit.
3. The condition for Visit: each vertex x ∈ G has no more than one entry in Visit, and the set Set(Visit) ∪ Neighb(Set(Visit)) coincides with the set of all the vertices G that were generated while executing the algorithm up to the current moment of time.
What remains is to show that any acyclic path along the flowchart between any pair of control points not containing any other control points inside is "conservative" relative to the annotations; i.e.,
• if the precondition is true for any variable values before the execution of the simple path from point (0) to point (1), then the invariant is true for the variable values that were reached at the end of this path (provided the counting is over);
• if the invariant is true for any variable values before the execution of the simple path from point (1) to point (1) , then the invariant is true for the variable values that were reached at the end of this path (pro vided the counting is over);
• if the invariant is true for any variable values before the execution of the simple path from point (1) to point (2) , then the postcondition is true for the variable values that were reached at the end of this path (provided the counting is over). Flowchart of the unified template.
SHILOV
The proof for all these claims is obvious.
Assertion 2. A unified template terminates for finite graphs if the above mentioned precondition is true, i.e., for any algorithm that is a result of the specification of the unified template and any values of the input data for this algorithm. If these values meet the precondition and the virtual entry graph is finite, then the algorithm is bound to stop on this input data.
Proof. Assume N is the number of vertices G, and Checked is a new variable of type set of Node. Let us add two assignments to the unified template: "Checked := " right before the loop entry, and "Checked := Checked ∪ {U}" in the loop body. Such a modification will not change the behavior of the algorithm (developed by the specification from the unified template), because the new variable does not participate in any condition.
Let us add the following condition:
is a set of vertices G in the invariant of point (1) from the proof for the previous assertion. It is easy to observe that
• if the precondition is true for any variable values before the execution of the simple path from point (0) to point (1), then the modified invariant is true for the variable values that were reached in the end of this path (provided the counting is over);
• if the modified invariant is true for any variable values before the execution of the simple path from point (1) to point (1), then the modified invariant is true for the variable values that were reached in the end of this path (provided the counting is over).
Consequently, the value of the expression (N -|Checked|) decreases after each "legal" (i.e., within the correct cycle condition) cycle iteration. In accordance with the Floyd potentials method [2, 6, 7, 8] , each algorithm developed through the specification from a unified template is bound to stop (after not more than N cycle iterations).
Based on these assertions, one can trivially deduce the following. Theorem 1.
If a particular boundary condition, decision condition, and criterion B, D, and C conform to the precondi tion described above and the virtual graph G is finite, then the algorithm instantiated from the unified template stops after executing the while loop not more than O(|G|) times in such a way that, after this, the set Set(Out) consists only of those graph G vertices that conform to C.
Let us provide an example of this theorem's usage. As one can see from the description of the boundary condition, decision condition, and criterion that we chose in chapter 4 for the branch and bound solution of the knapsack problem, these functions meet the precondition of a unified template. Consequently, in accordance with theorem 1, our algorithm developed as a result of the specialization of the unified tem plate is totally correct relative to the following precondition and postcondition: the precondition:
• the lower boundary is monotonous on X,
• the upper boundary is antimonotonous on y; the postcondition: Set(Out) consists of all arg max{P(c 1 ,
6. CONCLUSION In this paper, we described, annotated, and verified a unified template for developing algorithms for graph traversing with the help of the backtracking and branch and bound methods. We also provided examples for the specialization of this template for the solution of the n queen puzzle and the knapsack problem. However, in this paper, we do not propose to introduce school and undergraduate students to these methods with the help of the proposed template. Naturally, beginners should start studying algo rithm development with examples; however, we believe it would be useful to teach the template, its speci fications, and its verifications during the last years of studying, because it allows uniformly presenting the whole family of algorithms and developing real correct algorithms through the specification of unified templates.
The approach presented in this paper can remind one about E. Dijkstra's paradigm of developing an algorithm simultaneously with specification and verification [3] . However, the difference is that the author of the present paper started not from specifications but from particular algorithms; implementing back tracking or branch and bound; trying to reveal something that could be generalized with a unified tem 0 0 plate; formalizing as specifications the desired characteristics of the boundary condition, the criterion, and target function; and only then moved on to the correctness verification of the specified unified tem plate.
At the same time, we observe several directions for further research. In particular it is possible to study formalization, specification, and verification of algorithm design templates with the help of other meth ods, for example, dynamic programming. After this, one can state the problem of developing an auto mated system to design algorithms based on templates for backtracking, branch and bound, dynamic pro gramming, etc. This research is not completely new, as from 1980 to 2000 several research teams set the task of developing such a system from not formalized and not verified templates on the basis of algebraic specifications [12] and using artificial intelligence methods [11] . However, these projects were not suc cessful (judging by the absence of any following publications). Using not formalized and not verified tem plates while designing the algorithms caused the necessity for full scale verification of the developed algo rithms, while, in our case, one must only specify the proof of the correctness, which is already given.
